Changing
the Shape of
Support

Patented dual-zone elasticity
distributes stretch and
pressure evenly for increased
comfort and support
(PivotFit™ Dynamic only).

Introducing the
next advancement in
shoulder harnesses
The PivotFit

Shoulder Harness represents the latest
in innovative design from Bodypoint. Distributing pressure
across a greater surface area than our traditional
™

H-style Harness, the PivotFit Shoulder Harness offers a body-contouring
shape for optimal

support and a comfortable fit.

Unique shape contours
to the shoulders and
ribcage for a more
supportive, comfortable fit.

New, one-of-a-kind, highstrength swivel buckle allows
the pads to pivot into the
best placement for the user’s
body shape and comfort.

Choose the right harness for comfort, fit and function

Find the harness that meets your specific needs
SHOULDER HARNESS

Trimline
Backpack | Crossover

CHEST HARNESS

PivotFit™
Standard | Dynamic

Stayflex™
Standard | Narrow

F E AT U R E S
Dynamic
Eliminates choking hazard
Reduces choking hazard
Increased comfort due to:
Greater surface area
Softer materials
Form-fitting shape
Bodypoint swivel
buckle allows pads to equalize
tension for an ideal fit

New, high-strength swivel buckle
Machine washable
A P P L I C AT I O N

PivotFit™ Shoulder Harness

“With Bodypoint anterior trunk supports my clients’
individualized needs are met for the long term.
The materials do not lose integrity and I am able to
choose the angle and direction of pull, providing my
clients with increased stability and function.”

– Michelle L., OTR, ABDA, ATP/SMS
Colorado, US

Designing excellence in comfort and
durability for more than 20 years.

The form-fitting shape of the PivotFit™
Shoulder Harness offers optimal support
and a comfortable, individualized fit.
Curving laminar pads™ follow the contours
of the shoulders and ribcage with a lowered
sternum adjustment strap to reduce the
risk of choking. Complete with a new buckle
and refined sewing construction for easycare, the PivotFit presents a sleek, form-fitting
look. Notable features include:

The PivotFit Shoulder Harness
is available in two styles:
The standard non-stretch
model, with its durable
and easy-to-clean polyester
covering, reduces movement
to address serious positioning
needs, like severe kyphosis
or trunk rotation.

• 25% greater pressure distribution than
a traditional H-style Harness

1991

Stayflex™ Chest Harness

The Trimline shoulder harness provides the most
aggressive approach to shoulder retraction.

The Stayflex™ Chest Harness provides
complete chest support and the right amount
of shoulder movement for a perfect fit.
The patented, dual-zone elastic construction
provides firm support around the ribcage,
while the unique construction of the harness
offers comfortable shoulder movement.

Designed with women in mind

• Virtually eliminates shifting towards the
neckline to reduce the risk of choking

Trunk flexion support

In a crossover configuration, the Trimline offers
moderate trunk support with greater shoulder
and arm freedom for more active users.
Tapered pads and a buckle-free front allow a
comfortable and modest fit for women.

The dynamic model uses
our patented dual-zone
technology to enhance
comfort by allowing moderate
shoulder movement without
reducing support at the
chest – ideal for helping
manage spastic tone.

• Easy-cinching sternum strap for quick
adjustments over bulky sweaters and jackets

Bodypoint is founded on the
principle of enabling human
potential with high-performance
postural support products.

Trimline Shoulder Harness

1996

First used in hip belts, teardropshaped laminar pads™, which improve
pressure distribution and enable bodycontouring shapes, are patented.

In a backpack
configuration, the
Trimline gives the
greatest amount of
shoulder control,
while eliminating the
risk of choking.

1997

The first contoured shoulder harness,
featuring laminar pads™, is introduced.
Front-pull positioning to eliminate
shoulder slipping, is introduced.

• Quick-release pivoting buckle self-adjusts
for a more comfortable fit
• Full support of the sternum reduces lordosis
and scapular hyper-retraction

2002

Harness installation is made
easy, precise and secure
with the patented Cinch-Mount™
End-Fittings.

Primary use:
Corrective
Accommodating

Facilitates improved head control
Arm motion unimpeded

Scapular retraction
Can be used with stomas/pump
The intended use of the above chart is to provide direction and guidance in choosing an anterior trunk support. We recognize that each
individual situation is unique and selection should be based on a seating evaluation by a trained professional. As always a pelvic support
should be worn with any anterior support product.

2004

The Stayflex™ Harness, the first
dynamic chest harness that complements the natural movement
of the body, is introduced.

2012

Bodypoint reimagines the classic
H-style Harness with a sleeker, more
comfortable design and introduces
the PivotFit™ Shoulder Harness.

Measuring for
Bodypoint Harnesses
SKU’s

Measure shoulder width.
If the shoulder width
falls between two sizes,
consider other factors
such as growth, weight
changes and clothing.

XL

48–56cm (19–22")

L

41–48cm (16–19")

M

33–41cm (13–16")

S

28–33cm (11–13")

XS

24–28cm (9-1/2–11")
PivotFit Harness only:

XXS

Available in
sizes for 2-4
year olds

21–24cm (8-1/4–9-1/2")

Standard PivotFit™
Shoulder Harness

PivotFit™ Dynamic
Shoulder Harness

Front-Pull
SH250XL
SH250L
SH250M
SH250S
SH250XS
SH250XXS

Extra large
Large
Medium
Smalll
Extra small
Extra extra small

Front-Pull
SH270XL
SH270L
SH270M
SH270S
SH270XS
SH270XXS

Extra large
Large
Medium
Small
Extra small
Extra extra small

Rear-Pull
SH260XL
SH260L
SH260M
SH260S
SH260XS
SH260XXS

Extra large
Large
Medium
Small
Extra small
Extra extra small

Rear-Pull
SH280XL
SH280L
SH280M
SH280S
SH280XS
SH280XXS

Extra large
Large
Medium
Small
Extra small
Extra extra small

Versatile attachment options for maximum adjustability

Front-pull attachment
Offering maximum stability,
the front-pull attachment
allows caregivers to adjust
the harness while facing the
user or from behind.

Mounting Options
Complete your product
sku by choosing -B1 or -B2
(ex. SH250XL-B1)

Rear-pull attachment
The rear-pull attachment
enables caregivers to adjust
the harness from behind and
keeps the buckle away
from the user. It’s also ideal
for thicker backrests.
Flat-Mount™

-B1

Rear-pull option
When cam buckles are preferred
for frequent length adjustment,
the side release buckles can
be removed from the top straps
for this simple conversion.

Cinch-Mount™

-B2

Cam buckle also available
Sold separately.

Sold as part number
FS032-2 (pair of 1” cam
buckles, suitable for
any model of harness)

Learn more today at www.bodypoint.com/PivotFit
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